Abstract. The efficiency of data analysis of 3-d measurement data such as medical images can be enhanced if the expert user is enabled to incorporate his knowledge into the analysis process in an interactive fashion. Potential misinterpretation may arise from the necessary information reduction when presenting the 3-d data by a 2-d rendition. We present concepts of data visualisation during analysis, which is intended to avoid such problems during data analysis. The emphasis is on providing a visualisation, which transfers information such that the user perceives not only the data but also the state of interpretation. Simple metaphors are presented which support the development of methods under these concepts. Hybrid and focal volume rendering illustrate as examples a realisation of aspects of the concept for analysing high-resolution CT data.
Introduction
Computer-based analysis and understanding of medical images often employs tools, which are either very generic or very specific. Interaction for a generic tool is easy to understand and validation of the method is the responsibility of the user whereas a problem-specific solution requires little interaction and it needs to be validated only with respect to a very restricted application domain.
However, modern algorithms should adapt to new applications within a problem domain and they should carry the potential for re-use in a different domain. In image analysis, we want to solve the problem of interpreting image content from pictorial entities (pixels/voxels) being supplemented by problem-specific knowledge. The two above-mentioned types of solutions represent two extremes of adaptation and re-use. Generic tools include additional information in a fashion, which is often too simple to be used for updating the internal problem representation. Interaction is required repeatedly even if a problem of the same kind has been already solved. A problem-specific solution, on the other hand, has all necessary a-prioriknowledge integrated into it. It allows only for little, if any adaptation.
In recent years, adaptability of 2-d image interpretation has progressed in several ways:
• A learning phase precedes the solution. Complex concepts, e.g. about shapes, can be learnt but learning from interaction is limited. Examples are the active shape and active appearance models presented by Cootes et al. [1] .
• User input indicates rather than delineates structures. No learning is involved but interaction leaves the bothersome delineation to the computer. Examples are the image foresting transform [2] or the various region-growing methods (e.g., [3] ).
Higher-dimensional data is treated differently as it requires information reduction prior to rendition (displays are 2-d or 2½-d). User interaction for information reduction is feasible only, if the user is fully aware of consequences of the action. However, the medical userbeing an expert in interpreting the image -does not necessarily understand the visualisation process. In scientific visualisation, the dilemma is solved by letting a visualisation expert (e.g. a computer scientist) cooperate with the data expert. In medical image analysis, the number of problems of a certain class is often too small for justifying the additional cost of a visualisation expert. Simple methods of visualising 3-d data such as the cine mode are often preferred although the cine mode treats information transfer inefficiently by displaying data regardless of importance. Visualisation techniques, which are employed routinely in other fields of data exploration, use expert knowledge to decide how to emphasize important information while suppressing background data [4] . However, if computer science does not provide methods, which themselves cooperate with the medical user, 3-d visualisation will be restricted to those few cases where either reduction can be pre-defined or a costly medical procedure justifies the development of a problem-specific solution.
Cooperative analysis
Cooperative analysis enables the medical user to understand the concepts of data reduction at visualisation during his exploration of the data set. It is becoming necessary because of the enormous increase of data per case (500-1000 images from multi-detector CT, gigabytes of data in fast MR time studies, 4-d data in nuclear medicine). Detecting structures of interest by going through the slices in cine mode may no longer be feasible. Delineation of objects on slices is probably still possible, because the subset of slices of interest is usually much smaller, but treating the data as a 3-d entity provides quick and exhaustive information about important aspects, such as shape, which then may be used to guide further analysis tasks.
The key point for cooperative analysis is an appropriate visualisation of the data. A good computer-generated rendition has to exploit the human capability of visually interpreting 3-d data from incomplete 2-d information. This cannot be achieved by just maximising the amount of rendered 3-d information because an unfamiliar visualisation, even if rich in information, may mislead the viewer. Current models for producing a realistic rendition need to be carefully extended so that the viewer perceives familiar structures in a familiar fashion. Using these as a guideline, unknown structures, which are encountered during data exploration, should be interpretable. Eventually, the visualisation system should teach the viewer a way of understanding 3-d data from 2-d renditions in a similar fashion than the equally unfamiliar display of projection data was understood when x-ray images first appeared more than 100 years ago.
The key points for cooperative image analysis of 3-d data are [5] :
• The user is the centre of the analysis system, deciding on any selection or highlighting in a rendition. The user is responsible for understanding her/his decisions based on rendered state of exploration and interpretation.
• The computer assists analysis by a view on the data. This view has to convey the data as well as decisions on how to display it in comprehensible fashion.
• The developer has to integrate human-computer-interaction concepts, computer graphics and computer vision such that underlying concepts of the data visualisation are visible.
Roles and obligations are not much different from almost any cooperation between computer and a user. The complexity arises from the above-mentioned fact that the basic information unit (voxel) carries only little information about the semantics of the data.
Visual data exploration
Data exploration necessarily involves interaction in order to add sufficient a-priori knowledge for an unambiguous interpretation. The type of visualisation may be changed or information may be added to the data during exploration. Such alterations must be carefully restricted because either change carries a potential for error and misinterpretation. Furthermore, the rendition must reveal effects of interaction, as it is paramount that the user does not get lost in the data. This may very well happen when user-induced change of visualisation or data causes effects, which are not understood by him or her. Our current experiments towards user-guided data exploration therefore restrict the potential of user interaction rigidly:
• Interaction follows one of two simple metaphors. Dig-and-excavate enables the search in 3-d data space for something that is differentiable based on data values but may be buried between structures of similar appearance. Shape-and-cut enables excavated structures to be shaped according to the user's expectations about the appearance of the object. Other metaphors and mixing of metaphors should be investigated but we must not offer too many options in order to avoid confusing the viewer.
• Visualisation tools show the process and current state of data analysis. Presently, the rendition leaves much room for improvement, as it is not at all clear how it can be ensured that the different types of information (data content, input from user interaction, suppressed information) are never confused.
• Visualisation tools are fast, i.e. almost real-time, in order to provide immediate feedback to user input. This is a challenge because most fast visualisation tools require some information about data reduction in advance.
The following is a presentation of our own work in this field, which illustrates aspects of possible solutions for such an analysis tool.
A search tool
Current experiments are targeted at the analysis of liver tumours in contrast-enhanced body CT images from a multispiral CT scanner. The image device produces more than 600 slices of data per study [7, 8] and it is a good example for the intended purpose of our work. The data is assumed to be relevant, the exact meaning of relevance is not known, structures of interest (SOI) such as tumour sites, vessels, and liver anatomy vary in size and location, the data set is large and structures shall be located and potentially extracted.
For exploring the data, we developed hybrid focal volume rendering as a search tool in order to detect liver tumours in CT images of multispiral CT scanner [8] (see figure 1) . Focal rendering defines a spherical region of interest in which structures are displayed using volume rendering and a user defined transfer function. Structures outside of the focus are displayed differently, e.g., as silhouettes, in order to provide context information. This is not an exact realisation of the dig-and-excavate metaphor as it does not provide a direct feedback when relevant locations are encountered. The focus region acts like a threedimensional searchlight for exploring the data set. By varying location and size of the focus region as well as the transfer function the user can get a quick overview about the data while glancing through the 3-d data set without being distracted by neighbouring structures. It makes it possible to show structures that would be hidden by other structures in front of the SOI with similar function values. The perceptual effect is similar to the cine mode but with the ability to suppress unwanted structures and providing shape information of the structures in the range of interest.
Presently, the frame rate of our software implementation on a standard PC is with less than one frame per second (depnding on size of the focal region) much too low for real time search. As we are not interested in a special-purpose-solution requiring specific, costly and potentially space-consuming hardware, investigations are underway for utilising standard graphics hardware for PCs to mimic the searchlight behaviour. First results using texture-base volume rendering show that frame rates of about 10 fps for a 256x256x256 volume data set can be acchieved if only transfer function and size of the focal region are changed [9] .
Selection and validation
Searching the data gives the viewer an impression on how to find certain structures in the 3-d scene. Two steps have to be carried out if extraction is aimed for:
• Perceived structures in the rendition need to be depicted and segmented.
• The segmentation needs to be visualised and corrected.
Based on earlier work [10] , we assume that depiction is just an indication of structures that are made visible in the data through user interaction. The user is expected to point to the structure of interest and let the system detect the structure. The separation from the background will not be perfect except for simple Figure 1 : Focal rendition of a body CT data set. The focal region can be swept through the volume for providing an overview of the data set [8] .
cases. Additional correction will be necessary because part of the selected voxels may not be part of the structure and part of the structure may not be covered by the voxels. However, if the imaging device produces relevant information, it can be expected that the extracted voxel aggregates will contain enough shape information to tell the experienced user of potential classification errors.
The selected structure needs to be incorporated in the data structure and a cooperative system will need to display it together with the original data thus further augmenting the rendered information. Tools for separation based on depicted locations include methods such as region growing [3] , thresholding combined with connected component analysis [10] , and placement of active shapes [11] . Data may be rendered by a combination of volume rendering with surface rendering [12] (see figure 2) or as a combination of slice data with surface rendering [13] . The goal to be met by any rendering technique is that the user is able to identify and visually distinguish results of the object extraction from the original data.
Conclusions
We believe that integration of 3-d visualisation tools in the analysis cycle will significantly increase the physician's ability to incorporate her/his knowledge in the analysis process. Combining image processing with computer graphic techniques will substantially improve our understanding on how to interpret images. Image synthesis will be measured by means of effectiveness of information perception rather than accuracy with respect to some physical model of light reflection. Image analysis will learn to incorporate a model of user input into the decision process. The user will be involved much more in a computer assisted analysis process. It should not only improve the acceptance of such methods but also support a more conscious decision about selecting, applying and validating an analysis method for a certain problem.
First tests are encouraging although not conclusive. It is foreseeable that extending and adapting existing methods of visualisation may not be sufficient for providing the additional information that is needed for visualisation-guided data analysis. Additionally, three important fields need to be explored:
• Visualisation tools, which adapt to the behaviour of the user, should teach us to understand expectations of a user when he/she analyses data, which is partially hidden.
• Combining visualisation with means such as force feedback should lead to more effective information perception from multi-dimensional data. As with visualisation alone, it is important not to just keep adding information channels. Perceived information may decrease even if transmitted information increases. and volume rendered original data [7] .
• Interactive segmentation tools should be explored as a guidance or additional support for the excavation metaphor.
The final goal should be to provide the user with efficient means to understand 3-d data by 2-d renditions. The researcher and developer should aim at understanding reasons for effectiveness of methods with respect to visualisations offering not only information rendered but also information suppressed.
